Background: A start-up delay (SUD) has been described as an inherent phenomenon to syringe infusion pump (SIP) use, particularly at low infusion rates. SUD is in part the result of gaps between the syringe and the mechanical system within the pump. Using rates ≤ 1mL/h is frequent in the neonatal intensive care setting because of limitations in volume administration.
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Aim:
To compare the SUD and the time to achieve 90% of target flow (t90) using two different SIPs (with manual or automatic syringe adjustment) at flow rates of 0.4 and 1.0 mL/h.
Methods:
Two different SIPs with and without automatic syringe adjustment were compared. Instant flow was calculated as volume difference at one minute intervals using the previously validated gravimetric method. Measurements for 0.4 and 1.0 mL/h were made using 20-mL low compliance syringes during 60 minutes. Each experiment was repeated 10 times calculating median and range for each flow and SIP. A 1 mL bolus was used before initiating the infusion. The method was standardized for syringe placement, bubble removal, infusion line priming and syringe filling to minimize variability.
Results:
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Conclusions:
The use of SIPs with automatic syringe adjustment reduces the SUD and t90 at flow rates ≤ 1 mL/h. This can be particularly relevant in the NICU setting.
